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New Beginnings —
Bringing Together Services, Clients, Staff

Changing the lives of persons with vision loss and other disabilities
by fostering independence and individual choice.

P

resident’s
Perspective

Remarkable events mark the history of Blind &
Vision Rehabilitation Services of Pittsburgh (BVRS).
We celebrated our centennial five years ago. We’ve
experienced two agencies joining together to have
a greater impact on individuals who are blind, vision
impaired, or who have other disabilities.
Now we embark on an extraordinary new beginning that will bring all of our services, all of our
staff, and all of our clients together under one roof
in a central location with nearby and frequent public
transportation.

BVRS’ new home is 1816 Locust Street in
Pittsburgh’s Uptown neighborhood (see the building rendering on the front page). We have designed
this location specifically to deliver our services in a
more efficient way with a client-centered, integrated
Erika Arbogast
approach. The five-story, 87,000-square-foot headquarters building with an accessible rooftop gives us additional space in which to
operate. By enhancing our current programming and adding additional services in
one central facility, we can provide a community of support for our clients, which
our research tells us will result in an increase in the number of people we serve.
A state-of-the-art, more accessible facility for both clients and staff is crucial
to growing and flourishing in the future. We are extremely excited about the many
new opportunities we will have to change the lives of persons with vision loss and
other disabilities by fostering independence and individual choice. We look forward to moving into our new home by the end of the year.
Thank you for embarking on this new beginning with us. We are delighted to
have you join with our visionary Board of Directors and exceptional staff as we
build new opportunities to serve persons who are vision impaired or who have
other disabilities.
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Local Officials, Public Treated to
Preview of New Building
Blind & Vision Rehabilitation Services (BVRS) held a press conference in late
March to preview our new headquarters in Pittsburgh’s Uptown neighborhood. The
new location provides people who are blind, vision impaired, or who have other
disabilities a place to learn, socialize, and engage in programming that meets their
needs. BVRS invited special guests state Sen. Wayne Fontana and Allegheny
County Executive Rich Fitzgerald, who along with Pittsburgh Mayor Bill Peduto’s
office have provided vital support and enthusiasm throughout the agency’s relocation process, to address the attendees.
Sen. Fontana, who represents a large portion of the City of Pittsburgh, said at
the building preview, “This is an exciting time for the Uptown neighborhood, with
the addition of Blind and Vision Rehabilitation Services helping to drive economic
revitalization. The agency has developed a creative re-use of an existing building,
with one of the hallmarks being a 5,000-square-foot rooftop garden that not only
directly relates to their mission but also contributes to the beautification and green
initiatives of the neighborhood.”
‘This move is essential to our community and will create 11 new permanent
jobs, many of which will be filled by individuals with disabilities...’
Allegheny County Executive Rich Fitzgerald reiterated the Senator’s remarks
and explained the county’s role in supporting the project with a $200,000 Community
Infrastructure and Tourism Fund Grant, which supports construction of the rooftop garden. He
added, “This move is essential to our community and will create 11 new permanent jobs, many
of which will be filled by individuals with disabilities, especially within the manufacturing and
assembly division at BVRS, and retain 83 existing positions.”
In closing remarks, Agency President
Erika Arbogast detailed some reasons for
the move: “We serve a population that
doesn’t have the opportunity to drive. They
often rely on public transportation, which is
very sparse at our current location. After
hearing loud and clear from our program
participants and others in the community
that our location was the biggest barrier to
services, we decided to seek an alternate
location, which is 1816 Locust Street. Our
new home will be a place full of hope and
Erika Arbogast with state Sen. Wayne Fontana potential.”
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and County Executive Rich Fitzgerald.

New Opportunities to Change the Lives of Persons with Vision Loss

SARAH LUCAS

In a new city, unemployed, and losing her eye-

sight, Sarah was referred to Blind & Vision Rehabilitation Services by the state Bureau of Blindness and Visual Services. Here, she received
training through our Access Technology Center
on computer magnification and screen reading
software, an essential for Sarah to continue her
career as a comptroller. She also participated in
a job readiness class, which helped her to regain
confidence and taught her to be comfortable
when explaining her eye disease. Her training
and restored confidence have paid off. Sarah
now takes two buses to work and two buses
home from her job here in the accounting department at Blind & Vision Rehabilitation Services.
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LOUISE CHUHA

Louise was born blind, but is undeterred by
her vision loss. She dreamed of a full life,
of marriage, and of a career, and that vision
has become a reality for her. Before coming
to Blind & Vision Rehabilitation Services as
a rehabilitation teacher, Louise lived with her
husband in Connecticut, where she taught
computer classes and braille. Now retired, she
continues her relationship with Blind & Vision
Rehabilitation Services as one of our loyal
volunteers, who, among other things, mentors
current clients. Louise also volunteers for other
organizations and sings in her church choir.

Rooftop Garden

Our new building will have an accessible facility on the roof to provide adaptive training for clients who
are blind or vision impaired. The Rooftop Sensory Garden will provide a controlled environment where our
rehabilitation instructors will help clients build confidence as they navigate various travel scenarios, such as
concrete sidewalks, grassy areas, and raised curbs when going to work, to school, or shopping. The Rooftop
Garden also will feature sensory stimulating plants, fountains, bird feeders and other features such as wind
chimes. In addition, the green space will provide our staff and clients a safe place to exercise their guide dogs.

Pediatric Exam Room

BVRS offers intensive, full-immersion,
residential training, lasting anywhere
from 4 to 12 weeks for persons with vision
loss. Clients, who come from across the
United States, receive individualized,
one-on-one instruction in orientation
and mobility, communication skills,
and daily living activities, such as meal
preparation, room cleaning, shopping
trips, and leisure outings in a real-life
setting. Research has shown that fullimmersion residential training programs
help individuals with vision loss adapt
better and more quickly to their personal
surroundings when they return home.

The Children’s Vision Screening Program is our
foremost contribution to the prevention of blindness.
Its goal is to identify children experiencing vision
problems and ultimately refer them to eye care specialists for diagnosis and treatment. Our new home
will feature an expanded Pediatric Vision Screening Department. These new accommodations will
house “kid-friendly” furnishings to reduce anxiety
and increase compliance during examinations and
training.

Training Kitchen
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Erika’s Rachel Carson Challenge
Challenge is an understatement.
June 20th, the day of the Rachel Carson Trail Challenge, dawned dreary, soggy,
warm, and humid. And then it rained for the last five hours of the hike. Much of the
narrow trail was muddy, “like quicksand,” Blind & Vision Rehabilitation Services
President Erika Arbogast explained.
The Rachel Carson Trail Challenge is a 34-mile long, one-day, sunrise-to-sunset endurance hike. Unlike a footrace, the challenge is not to win but to endure,
to finish the hike in one day. Erika undertook the challenge to raise awareness of
the programs offered at Blind & Vision Rehabilitation Services of Pittsburgh and to
support the agency’s relocation later this year to the Uptown neighborhood of Pittsburgh.
“Earlier this year as we were deeply focused on our plans for a new headquarters building that will consolidate our two locations into one and bring all of our services under one roof, I decided we really needed another goal to support our consolidation efforts,” Erika said. “That goal is to create awareness for our programs.
The public needs to know about these services.”
Erika took on the Rachel Carson Trail Challenge as she does all of life’s challenges: with analysis, planning, determination, and focus. For months she trained,
many times climbing the stairs at the Cathedral of Learning, the University of Pittsburgh’s 42-story educational building. In the end, she endured. “The challenge to
endure is the same philosophy we teach our clients,” Erika explained. “It is not about winning
the race, but enduring through the challenges they face both during training at the agency and
managing their everyday lives.
“With the support of family, friends and my co-workers,
I chose this challenge for a variety of reasons,” Erika said. “It
forced me outside of my comfort zone. Also, I knew it wouldn’t
be easy, but at the end of the 34-mile long hike, I could take this
experience and apply it to areas in my life.”
Erika exceeded her goal to raise $10,000 to support
the relocation of Blind & Vision Rehabilitation Services from
Homestead to Uptown. There is still time to take the challenge
to support Blind & Vision Rehabilitation Services as we embark
on our new beginning to a newly renovated building with a new
awareness of what we do and who we serve: www.crowdrise.
com/erikasrachelcarsonchallenge/fundraiser/BVRSPittsburgh.
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Thank you to the corporations, foundations, and individuals who have
generously supported our New Beginnings Capital Campaign. Our
new location will provide a collaborative environment that enables
BVRS to meet all of the needs of our clients and employees in a
single setting. To date, we have raised $2.4 million toward our goal
of $2.7 million. However, we won’t stop fundraising when we reach
$2.7 million. Every dollar we raise above the goal will make a tremendous impact on our clients and agency
by enhancing our programming and providing additional improvements to the new building. We are extremely
grateful for the support and commitment of the community toward our New Beginnings!
CORPORATIONS
Anker Industries
Constellation Energy Resources, LLC
Giant Eagle Foundation
Gordon Terminal Service Co.
Howard Hanna Real Estate
Oxford Development Company
PNC Foundation
FOUNDATIONS
A.J. & Sigismunda Palumbo
Charitable Trust
Anne L. & George H. Clapp
Charitable & Educational Trust
Anonymous
Eden Hall Foundation
Hillman Family Foundation
John R. McCune Charitable Trust
Massey Charitable Trust
The Falk Facilities & Technology
Improvement Fund
Richard King Mellon Foundation
The Edith L. Trees Charitable Trust
Tippins Foundation
William B. McLaughlin
Charitable Trust

Glenn & Becky Breisinger*
Joe & Babe Gordon
Lora E. Dikun
Mary E. McFadden
Michael & Judy Zaken
Mike & Becky Wagner
Stephanae McCoy
Stephen & Peggy Snavely*

RACHEL CARSON CHALLENGE
A to Z Communications, Inc.
Angelo Martini
Anthony Martini
Azure Logsdon
Barbara Yessler
Ben Kelley
Beth Binns
Bob Garrett
Brian McNamee
Bruce & Sandy Knepper
Chip Desmone
Christopher Lucas
Cindy Smith
Clem Wandrisco
Dan & Betty Mann
Dave Duessel
Dawn McHugh-Woodfill
INDIVIDUALS
Dee Delaney
Alexander Thinath
Denis & Elizabeth McCarthy
Amanda Cavill
Dennis Steiner
Bert Maier
Dick Bosserman
Brian & Donna Albert
Donald Huddart
BVRS Staff
Donald Strejeck
Cheryl Akers Stanton
Elaine Welch
Constance Schwartz-Bedo*
Hannah Greene
Cynthia Troup*
Harold & Leslie Reidenbaugh
David J. McAllister
Helen Billak & Paul Henry
Dennis & Constance Farkos
InspiriTec
Dick & Karen Roberts
Jacqui McMenamin
Dr. Charles & Mrs. Rita Mullen
James & Stephanie Baumgartner
Dr. Denise S. Gallagher
Jan & Pete Kubiska
& Mr. Forest Royse
Jean Sweitzer
Dr. Frances J. Caplan
Dr. Laura A. Pallan & John H. Tippins Jeff & Laura Liggett
Jerry & Melissa Alden
Dr. Louis & Mrs. Loretta Lobes
Joe Paul
E. Patricia Constantin Orringer*
John & Janet Montgomery
Erika Arbogast

John Horst
Joseph Abely
Karen Lucas
Kaylee Dellert
Linda Ostrander
Lisa Stephany Smith
Mark & Kathy Lynch
Mark & Marcia Sherwin
Mark Lucas
Marty, Noriko, Christy &
Charlie Hoffman
Mary Duranti
Megan Murphy
Michael & Karen Romano
Michael Gilliam
Michael McGowan
Michele Slater
Michelle Rolley
Miki Jordan
Nancy Schepis
Nathan Sherer
Paul & Marnie Marlowe
Pierre Lucas
Priscilla Linn
Rob DeOrio
Robin Dudash
Roxann Mayros
Sally Taylor
Sandra Sweitzer & Rob Lamme
Stephanie Hoffman
Susan Sweitzer
Thomas Armstrong
Tim Cowan
Tina Horner
Willa Adams
LIONS CLUBS/
COMMUNITY GROUPS
Allegheny County Community
Infrastructure & Tourism Fund
Homestead District Lions Club
Soul Searchers Band
The Auxiliary, BVRS
Wilkins Elks Lodge No. 577
*Also contributed to Rachel
Carson Challenge.
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